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“I have always acted according to the 
principle that it is better to lose money 
than trust. The integrity of my promises, 
the belief in the value of my products 

and in my word of honour have always had a higher 
priority to me than a transitory profit.” 
Robert Bosch, 1921

Who are Bosch?

For over 125 years, the Bosch 
name has been synonymous with 
engineering excellence. Our home 
appliances are renowned for their 
quality, reliability and performance 
which derives from our inherent, 
unflagging commitment and the 
painstaking thoroughness with which 
every unit is made. As you would 
expect from German engineering, 
there are no gimmicks or frills with 
our products – just pure, clean lines 
and beautiful, functional simplicity 
that will enhance any kitchen.

The values that shaped Robert 
Bosch’s vision for his new company 
in 1886 are the same principles that 
guide the business today; never lose 
the trust of your customers, look 
after your staff and partners and 
change things for the better. It’s what 
has kept Bosch at the forefront of the 
home appliance industry and what 
will keep it there in the future.

Karl has devoted his working life to 
Bosch and ensures that feedback 
from customers continues to help 
shape our products of the future.
 
His detailed knowledge of our 
products and long experience  
can be accessed by customers  
who are looking to purchase  
a new appliance. 

To understand more about
the innovative features  
on our appliances throughout  
this brochure, visit our website  
bosch-home.co.uk

Follow us to learn more on:

Meet Karl, the Bosch Engineer.

twitter.com/
BoschHomeUK

facebook.com/
BoschHomeUK

youtube.com/ 
BoschAppliancesUK

pinterest.com/
boschhomeuk
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Customer service

Service you 
can rely on.

For help with your home 
appliance, trust Bosch 
Customer Service.



3*In some remote areas we may use an approved service partner where the repair process may vary.

Calls will be answered 24 hours a day, seven days a week.  
You can contact our specialist advisors Monday to Friday  
8am to 8pm, Saturday 8am to 4pm and Sunday 9am to 3pm. 

Arrange an engineer visit. 
Our appliances are manufactured to  

the highest standards, but if you do  

need a visit from an engineer we are  

here to help. We have teams of  

locally based engineers around the 

country – employed and trained  

by Bosch*. This gives them unrivalled 

expertise and knowledge of our 

appliances. We repair appliances  

both in and out of guarantee.  

All repairs are analysed in advance  

by a technical team so that the parts 

likely to be needed to complete  

the repair are sent to the engineer’s  

van the night before the visit. 

To arrange an engineer visit to  

your home please call: 

0344 892 8979 

Lines are open 24 hours.

Calls are charged at the basic rate, please check with your 
telephone service provider for exact charges.

You can also arrange an engineer  

visit online: bosch-home.co.uk/
bookonline

Product advice. 

If you need help using programmes or 

features, or need assistance selecting a 

new Bosch appliance from our current 

range, our product advice team can help.

You can call us on

0344 892 8979 
or visit: bosch-home.co.uk  
for frequently asked questions  

and helpful videos.

Accessories. 
Many appliances can be enhanced with 

optional extras, such as telescopic rails 

for ovens or special cookware for hobs. 

When buying a Bosch home appliance, 

you know you are purchasing a quality, 

reliable product. However many 

appliances are used daily, so need 

cleaning and maintaining to keep  

them looking great and operating  

at peak performance.

Every one of our cleaning and care 

products has been thoroughly tested 

and approved for safe and effective use 

on your Bosch home appliance.

Replacement spare parts. 
We keep in stock a comprehensive range 

of replacement spare parts for our 

appliances for up to ten years.  

All our parts are original spare  

parts, not copies.

Award-winning service. 
Bosch Customer Service was  

proud to win the Domestic & General 

Total Excellence & Quality Award for 

2015. The award is decided from 

surveys sent to customers and  

94.5% described our service as  

excellent or good.

We advise that you register your 

appliances so that we can contact  

you about any product updates. 

Visit registermyappliance.org.uk  

for more information.

You can also call Bosch directly to 

register your appliance on 0344 892 8979 

(option 5). Please call us within 28 days 

of purchase to discuss the full range of 

options for extending your warranty.

Visit the Bosch online store. 
Find a comprehensive selection of 

accessories to help you get the most  

out of your appliance, along with our  

full range of replacement spare parts 

and cleaning & care products at  

the Bosch online store.

You can also purchase Tassimo hot 

drinks machines, vacuum cleaners, 

irons, steam stations, kettles, toasters 

and food preparation appliances  

directly from us online. 

 

You can call us on

0344 892 8979  
or visit: bosch-home.co.uk/store
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Home Connect:  
Smart connectivity  
for an easier life.

Home Connect

4
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Home Connect is a service offered by Home Connect GmbH.
For more information on Home Connect please 
visit www.bosch-home.co.uk  

The world’s coolest camera. 

When it comes to your fridge, our 

innovative interior cameras let you sneak 

a peek at what you’ve got in. So, when 

you’re at the shops and can’t remember 

if you’ve got eggs, you can use your 

mobile device to take a look in your  

fridge and check. 

Discover a new world. 
CoffeeWorld. 

Even your coffee machine can be 

connected to make your life easier. 

Clever technology lets you choose 

between a wide range of different 

coffee-making methods and select your 

favourite from the app’s CoffeeWorld. 

And if you have guests, there’s even a 

CoffeePlaylist feature that lets you enter 

all your guests’ coffee orders.

Welcome to your new  
digital home. 

Remote control takes on a new meaning 

with Home Connect. You’ll be able to 

connect to a number of your home 

appliances with your smart device 

while you’re out. Monitor and control 

the temperature of your fridge freezer 

remotely, as well as checking its 

contents. Start your washing machine 

and dishwasher and monitor its progress 

through the cycles. And whether you’re 

at home or not, the handy app will let you 

know the most suitable programme for 

your dishes, or your laundry. 

You’ll also be able to use your mobile 

device to turn on your oven remotely.  

The app will give you all the information 

you need about the cooking process,  

and will tell you when your meal is ready. 

How lovely to know your dinner is piping 

hot and ready to eat the moment you 

walk through the door.

The future has arrived and it’s knocking on the front door. Home Connect 
brings smart technology to our kitchen appliances and connects them 
with a phone or tablet. So, whether it’s turning the washing machine on 
remotely, or checking what is left in the fridge, these clever appliances 
give you complete control.

Look out for our  
Home Connect models
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Models shown are: 
Iron TDA70EYGB 
Food processor MUM54S00GB
Cordless vacuum cleaner BCH65TRPGB

Our award-winning range of appliances isn’t just restricted to 

large models. We also design and engineer high-quality vacuum 

cleaners, irons, steam generators, drinks machines, kettles, 

toasters and food preparation appliances.

As you would expect from Bosch, they are packed with innovative 

technology and deliver the same levels of performance, build 

quality and reliability as our large appliances.

Small and perfectly formed.
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Agility on all floors.
Cordless, powerful, lightweight and agile, the Athlet 
combines maximum performance and convenience 
on carpet, wood, laminate or any floor type. Slim and 
manoeuvrable, it has superb power and combined with the 
innovative SensorBagless™ Technology achieves the same 
cleaning result as a 2400-watt corded vacuum cleaner.*

25% longer runtime.
With a market leading runtime of 75 

minutes** and outstanding performance 

the Athlet Runtime Plus can be used 

frequently before charging is required. 

Lightweight and flexible.
At only 3kg and with a flexible vacuum 

head, the Athlet has excellent handling 

and versatility. Easily manoeuvring 

around and under furniture.

EasyClean.
The Athlet requires no bag changes. It’s 

a quick and simple task to remove, clean 

and replace both the dirt container with 

filter unit and brush roll.

Not just for floors.
Use our convenient Athlet accessory 

kit for those harder-to-reach areas. A 

shoulder strap makes it easier to carry, 

while the XXL upholstery and crevice 

nozzles work on any furniture and 

surfaces, making Bosch Athlet the go 

anywhere cordless vacuum.

* Dust pick-up in comparison to a 2400W 
vacuum cleaner from Bosch (BGL32400GB) 
on carpet and hard floor with crevice. Tested 
according to EN 60312/2008 [with partly  
filled receptacle].
**Runtime based on power setting 1.
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Floorcare

BCH65TRPGB

75min
Up to

runtime

75min
Up to

runtime

Lightweight
3kg

Lightweight
3kg75min

Up to

runtime

Power 25.2V

Weight 3KG

Accessories Pet360 premium accessory kit

Athlet ProAnimal cordless vacuum

Athlet cordless vacuum Athlet cordless vacuum

Specifications 

360 Pet Kit

Accessory kit for above floor 
cleaning

Long 75 min runtime

New and improved battery 
technology

Efficient dust and hair pick up from 
carpet and hard floors

SensorBagless™ technology to 
measure air flow.

Motorised brush bar with quick 
release for easy cleaning 

Specifications 

Long 75min runtime

New & improved battery 
technology 

Efficient dust pick up on 
hard floor & carpets 

SensorBagless™ technology 
to measure air flow.

Motorised brush bar & 
cleaning accessory kit 

Accessories – hose, XXL 
crevice & upholstery nozzles

The new Athlet ProAnimal. 
Especially for pet lovers.

Get ultimate flexibility with the Athlet ProAnimal and Pet360 
premium accessory kit. Our Pet360 kit includes a compact 
handle that’s perfect to use with the shoulder strap, an 
XXL crevice tool, a hose, plus a car cleaning and upholstery 
nozzle. For extra flexibility there’s even a spare washable 
filter so you don’t need to worry if one needs cleaning. 

Pet cylinder vacuum cleaners can be viewed on page 58.

Power 25.2V

Weight 3KG

Power 25.2V

Weight 3KG

Accessories Premium accessory kit

Specifications 

Long 75min runtime

New & improved battery 
technology 

Efficient dust pick up on 
hard floor carpets 

SensorBagless™ technology 
to measure air flow.

Motorised brush bar with 
quick release for easy 
cleaning 

BCH65MSGB BCH65MGKGB

Lightweight
3kg

Pet Accessories
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Bagless vacuum cleaner

Bagless vacuum cleaner

Bagged vacuum cleaner

Bagged vacuum cleaner

Energy A

Performance A

Emissions A

Energy A

Performance A

Emissions A

Specifications 

Superior dust pick up on 
hard floor & carpets

Quattro power system 

Super quiet operation

Extra long working radius & 
dust bag size

Four wheels for great 
manoeuvrability 

Hepa filtration

Crevice nozzle + upholstery 
tool

Specifications 

Superior dust pick up on 
hard floor & carpets

Quattro power system 

Super quiet operation

Extra long working radius & 
dust bag size

Four wheels for great 
manoeuvrability 

Hepa filtration

Rotation clean no contact 
with dust

BGS5AAAAGB BGL8AAAAGB

Floorcare

Energy C

Performance A

Emissions A

Energy C

Performance A

Emissions A

Specifications 

360º pet pack for superior 
pet hair pick-up

Superior dust pick up on 
hard floor & carpets

Bionic filter to eliminate pet 
odours

Extra long working radius & 
dust bag size

Pro Animal Turbo Brush

Extra wide Pro Animal 
upholstery nozzle 

Crevice nozzle + upholstery 
tool 

Specifications 

360º pet pack for superior 
pet hair pick-up

Superior dust pick up on 
hard floor & carpets

Bionic filter to eliminate pet 
odours

Extra long working radius & 
dust bag size

Pro Animal Turbo Brush

Extra wide Pro Animal 
upholstery nozzle 

Unique SensorBagless™ 
Technology

BGS5PET3GB BGL8PETGB

Pet Accessories

SensorBagless

SensorBagless

Pet Accessories

Best rating:
A in all classes

Best rating:
A in all classes
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The world’s first iron to 
remove 99.9% of microbes.*

We all want to save water and energy, so 

more and more of us are choosing a lower 

temperature for our laundry. But many 

microbes and bacteria will survive a 40°C wash. 

That’s why Bosch has created the world’s  
first pro-hygienic steam generator iron 
to remove 99.9% of bacteria*  

– without chemicals. 

Power through  
your ironing.
Welcome to our fast, easy and 
hygienic irons. Ergonomic in design 
and packed with labour saving 
features for effortless ironing.

* Tested by an external laboratory without the 
use of chemicals.Model shown is TDS3880GB
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Steam irons

TDA70EYGB

Power
2400W

AdvancedSteam
System

Power
3050W

Power
2800W

Steam Shot
170g

Steam Shot
200g

3m 3m

iTemp

Power 2400 Watt

Cable Length 2.5 metres

i-Temp optimal temperature setting

Power 2800 Watt

Cable Length 3 metres

170g steam shot

Power 3050 Watt

Cable Length 3 metres

200g steam shot

Specifications 

Advanced steam system 

CeraniumGlissee ceramic 
soleplate

Built-in anti calc system

Ergonomic design

Precision ironing tip

200g steam shot

Steam output 45g/min

Specifications 

Multi-directional 
CeraniumGlissée soleplate

Soft grip handle

Steam output 40g/min

Drip Stop

Specifications 

Advanced steam system

CeraniumGlissée ceramic 
soleplate

Built-in anti calc system

Ergonomic design

Precision ironing tip

Drip Stop

Steam output 50g/min

TDA3020GB TDA5070GB

Steam iron

Steam iron Steam iron

Half the time, half the effort.
i-Temp uses one optimum temperature to suit all fabrics 
so now there’s no need to pre-sort the laundry. Just scroll 
round to the i-Temp setting and your iron will do the rest. 
With i-Temp you can save time and carefully look after all 
your clothes.

Available May 2016.
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Compact steam generator irons

Steam generator irons

Power
2800W

Power
3120W

Ultimate 400
PulseSteam

Ultimate 400
PulseSteam

Special Hygiene Programme to remove bacteria

Ultimate 400 PulseSteam for incredibly fast ironing

i-Temp Advanced optimal temperature setting

AntiShine protection for dark and delicate clothes

Ultimate 400 PulseSteam for incredibly fast ironing

i-Temp Advanced optimal temperature setting

Specifications 

MotorSteam

55g/min steam output

200 g steam shot

Specifications 

MotorSteam

CeraniumGlissee ceramic 
soleplate

200g steam shot

65g/min steam output

TDS3880GB

TDI9010GB

TDS3872GB

TDI9020GB
Steam Shot
200g

Steam Shot
200giTemp

iTemp AntiShine iTemp

iTemp

Power 2800 Watt

AntiShine protection for dark and delicate clothes

i-Temp Advanced optimal temperature setting

Power 3120 Watt

AntiShine protection for dark and delicate clothes

i-Temp Advanced optimal temperature setting

Specifications 

400g steam shot

6.5 bar steam pressure

VarioComfort 9

Specifications 

VarioComfort

Calc’nClean Perfect

6.5 bar steam pressure

Steam generator iron

Compact steam generator iron

Steam generator iron

Compact steam generator iron
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Inspiring your 
imagination.
Whether you want to mix it, 
chop it, whisk it or blend it.

Our multi-functional, award-winning 

kitchen machines, food mixers 

and processors are packed with 

innovative, labour-saving technology 

so you can chop, blend, shred, mix 

and whisk your way more quickly 

through any food preparation task.
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Kitchenware

MUMXX40GGB

Power
2800W

Power
800W

Power
750W

SensorControl function automatic cream whipping 

3D PlanetaryMixing fast and unique stirring movement 

Smart Dough Sensor constant mixing speed at all times

MaxxiMUM food mixer

Specifications 

1600 Watt

7 speed settings plus pulse function

Over 120 functions with 12 accessories

Extra big 5.4L brushed stainless steel bowl

Electronic safety shut-off 

Automatic cable rewind

Perfectly mixed ingredients.
Your ingredients will be perfectly mixed thanks to the 3D 
Planetary mixing system. Simply add your ingredients to 
the bowl and let the mixer do the work for you. The unique 
stirring movement is designed to ensure that all of your 
ingredients are thoroughly mixed, quickly and effectively.

Noise Reduction System the SilentMixx is the quietest 
power-blender by Bosch

ThermoSafe easy and safe mixing of hot and cold liquids

KlickKnife guarantees the best results

QuattroBlade processes professionally, quickly and 
thoroughly

Anti Splash mixer foot with optimised design

Specifications 

800 Watt

Innovative Noise Reduction 
System

ThermoSafe Glass blender 
for hot and cold 

3 speed settings

Chopper attachment 

MMB64G3MGB

SilentMixx liquidiser

Specifications 

750 Watt

12 Speeds plus turbo button

Food processor attachment 
for chopping, slicing and 
shredding

MSM67190GB

Hand blender
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Innovative Design distinctive golf ball-style sections ensures 
that ingredients are perfectly blended

Easy To Use large buttons, SoftTouch surface and click 
connection mechanism

Specifications 

800 Watt

12 Speeds plus turbo button

High-quality stainless steel 
foot 

Innovative, sharpened four-
winged QuattroBlade

Quiet, low vibration motor

Detachable blender foot 
with eject button

MSM88160GB

Hand blender

Noise Reduction System the SilentMixx is the quietest 
power-blender by Bosch

ThermoSafe easy and safe mixing of hot and cold liquids

KlickKnife guarantees the best results

Specifications 

700 Watt

Innovative Noise Reduction 
System

ThermoSafe Glass blender 
for hot and cold 

2 speed settings

Chopper attachment 

SilentMixx liquidiser

MMB43G3BGB

Supercut blade with its serrated edge and large cutting 
surface it cuts easily and accurately through ingredients

The compact food processor cuts and slices, mixes dough, 
whips cream and has many other impressive functions

Specifications 

1250 Watt

Multifunctional use with 
more than 50 functions for 
chopping, rasping, slicing, 
kneading dough, extracting 
juice and beyond. 

XXL bowl with 3.9L capacity 

Innovative multifunctional 
blade Supercut for perfect 
chopping results every time 

Food processor

MUM68861GB

Powerful 1000W motor processes up to 1kg of flour plus 
ingredients

3D PlanetaryMixing fast and unique stirring movement

Specifications 

1000 Watt

7 speed settings plus pulse 
function

3.9L stainless steel mixing 
bowl 4) 3D Planetary Mixing

Matching hand mixer

11 accessories included

MUM58720GB

Food mixer

Kitchenware

Power
800W

Power
700W

Power
1250W
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Power
1000W

Power
900W

Large Stainless Steel Mixing Bowl  
(max. dough capacity 2kg)

Easy And Safe To Use (Bosch technology); easy to clean 
(dishwasher-safe accessories)

Specifications 

1000 Watt

7 settings plus pulse setting

Professional flexi stirring 
whisk, professional beating 
whisk, kneading hook, 
continuous shredder with 3 
disks, blender c1.25L, citrus 
press & meat mincer 

Rubber suction feet for extra 
stability 

Gentle start up to prevent 
splashes and flour dust

Specifications 

900 Watt

7 Switch settings plus turbo 
setting

Automatic cable rewind 

3.9L stainless steel mixing 
bowl 

Professional flexi stirring 
whisk, Professional beating 
whisk, kneading hook, 
continuous shredder with 3 
disks, blender jug c1.25L &  
citrus press 

Electronic safety shut-off 

Rubber suction feet for extra 
stability

MUM59340GB

Food mixer

Easy Arm Lift: Easy and effortless moving of the 3 zone 
multifunctional arm by the push of a button

Easy And Safe To Use (Bosch technology); easy to clean 
(dishwasher-safe accessories)

MUM57830GB

Food mixer

High-Quality Patisserie Set with beating whisk, stirring 
whisk & kneading hook

MultiMotion Drive dynamic 3-D mixing system mixes to 
perfection

Specifications 

600 Watt 

4 speed settings

Integrated cable storage 

Large 3.9L stainless steel 
mixing bowl 

Easy to clean with 
dishwasher safe accessories

Food mixer

MUM4807GB

Kitchenware

Flexible suitable for left or right handed users

Separate Eject Button for beaters and dough hooks

Operating Noise reduced using the latest technology and 
materials

Specifications 

350 Watt

Powerful but light and quiet

Four speed settings and 
turbo function

Two whisks/ kneading hooks

Dishwasher-safe accessories

Hand mixer

MFQ3030GB

Power
600W

Power
350W
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Easily Stored accessories are quickly at hand

Easy Grinding of coffee and spices

Compact Design with smaller appliance footprint

Food processor

MCM3501MGB
Specifications 

800 Watt

2 speed settings

13 accessories included and 
stored in the bowl

Over 50 functions

Dishwasher safe accessories

All plastics are BPA free

Handy mini chopper attachment

Specifications 

600 Watt

SlimFoot attachment, ideal 
for baby food, dips, salad 
dressings or sauces.

Innovative, sharpened four-
winged QuattroBlade 

Ergonomic and lightweight

MSM2623GGB

CleverMixx “Dip & dressing”

Kitchenware

Power
800W

Power
600W
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3D PlanetaryMixing fast and unique stirring movement

Safety-Lock mechanism for the mixing bowl, extra lid latch on 
accessories

Specifications 

900 Watt

7 Speed settings plus turbo 
boost

Matching hand blender and 
hand mixer

Large 3.9L stainless steel 
mixing bowl

Patisserie set is easily stored 
in mixing bowl

Includes Easy-Arm Lift, 
Multi-Motion-Drive and 
automatic parking position

MUM54D00GB

Food mixer

Anti Splash mixer foot with optimised design

QuattroBlade Knife processes professionally, quickly and 
thoroughly

Specifications 

600 Watt

Turbo setting

Matching food mixer and 
hand mixer

Quiet, low vibration motor

Stainless steel blender foot 
with QuattroBlade 

Detachable dishwasher-safe 
blender foot

MSM66110DGB

Hand blender

Hand mixer

Ergonomic Design with shaped handle, large and easy-to-use 
buttons, low weight and quiet motor

Operating Noise reduced using the latest technology and 
materials

Specifications 

400 Watt

5 speed settings plus turbo

Matching kitchen machine 
and hand blender

Powerful but light and quiet

Separate eject button for 
beaters and dough hooks

MFQ3600DGB

Kitchenware – turquoise editions

Power
600W

Power
900W

Power
400W
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Keep warm

Keep warm

Power
860W

Power
980W
max

Specifications 

 TemperatureControl on 
base with four settings

 One cup boil (250ml)

Double wall CoolTouch

Keep Warm function (up to 
30 mins)

Removable limescale filter

Audible boiling alert

Rapid boil for convenience

Specifications 

 Mirror heating and quartz 
glass elements for even heat 
distribution

 Wide slots with automatic 
bread centring for a variety 
of different bread sizes

 Digital controls including 
reheat and defrost

Stylish gloss and stainless 
steel finish

Built-in bun warmer

TWK8633GB TAT8631GB

Specifications 

 TemperatureControl on lid 
with four settings

 One cup boil (250ml)

Double wall CoolTouch

Keep Warm function (up to 
30 mins)

Removable limescale filter

Audible boiling alert

Rapid boil for convenience

TWK86103GB

Breakfast & beverage

Styline kettles 

Styline sensor kettles

Styline toasters

Specifications 

 Modern rounded design

Button operated flip-top lid

Rapid boil

 Large 1.7L capacity

Easily visible cup indicator

360 degree base

LED switch

Closed handle for comfort 

Removable limescale filter

TWK7603GB

Village kettles

Alternative colour
TWK8631GB white

TWK86104GB cranberry

Alternative colour
TWK86104GB cranberry

Alternative colour
TAT8611GB white

TAT86104GB cranberry

Alternative colour
TWK7607GB cream

TWK7601GB white
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Power
1000W

Power
980W
max

Breakfast & beverage

Specifications 

 Wide slots to accommodate 
various bread types

Built in bun warmer

High lift function

Defrost and reheat function

Non slip feet for stability

TAT3A013GB

Village toasters

Specifications 

 Quiet one button operation

Modern design with 
practical features

 Variable temperatures & 
settings

Brita filter in water reservoir

Adjustable height cup tray

Clear LED indicators

Adjustable volumes for 
different cup sizes

THD2063GB

Filtrino hot water dispenser

Specifications 

 SensoFlow for fast switch 
between coffee and milk 
froth

 Aroma DoubleShot function

Easy to use push buttons

 High performance milk 
frother

Low noise Ceram Drive 
grinder

 Removable 1.7L water 
container and drip tray

Height adjustable coffee 
outlet

TES50129RW

VeroCafe

TES71525RW

VeroBar 301

Specifications 

 CreamPro Concept for 
perfect milk froth

 ‘One touch’ milk drinks

Silent Ceram Drive grinder  

Active cup warmer

19 bar pump pressure for 
full coffee aroma extraction

Graphical display controls

 Aroma DoubleShot function

IndividualCup Volume 
selection

Removable drip tray with 
electronic sensors 

 Removable 2.1L water tank

Alternative colour
TAT3A017GB cream

TAT3A011GB white
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1,2l
2x
incl.

Specifications 

Great variety with over 40 
drinks from famous brands

INTELLIBREW. Perfect drink 
length, temperature and 
brew time

One button operation

BRITA MAXTRA water filter

Removable 1.2L water tank

Immediate use due to no 
heat up time

1.2 litre capacity

Specifications 

Great variety with over 40 
drinks from famous brands

INTELLIBREW. Perfect drink 
length, temperature and 
brew time

One button operation

Removable compact 0.7L 
water tank

Compact dimensions

Manual adaptation of drink 
strength

Available in 4 colours 

Specifications 

Great variety with over 40 
drinks from famous brands

INTELLIBREW. Perfect drink 
length, temperature and 
brew time

Smart Start: Simply start by 
pressing the cup against the 
brewer front

Immediate use due to 
virtually no heat up time

Removable 0.8L water tank

Automatic cleaning & 
descaling program

TAS75SE2GB

TAS1252GB TAS3202GB

Tassimo coffee machines

Tassimo Vivy Black

Tassimo Caddy Silver Edition

Tassimo Suny Black

Alternative colours
TAS7002GB black
TAS7004GB white

Alternative colours
TAS1253GB red
TAS1254GB white
TAS1255GB blue
TAS1257GB cream

Alternative colours
TAS3203GB red
TAS3204GB white
TAS3205GB blue



BSH Home Appliances Limited
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bosch-home.co.uk

Calls are charged at the basic rate, please check with your telephone service provider for exact charges.

Disclaimer: This brochure is current as from the publication date and supersedes all previous brochures for these products. This brochure should not be regarded as an 
infallible guide nor as an offer for sale of any particular product. Whilst BSH Home Appliances Ltd believes that all information contained within this brochure is correct 
at the time of going to print, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by BSH Home 
Appliances Ltd in relation to the accuracy or completeness of this information and any liability is expressly disclaimed. To the extent permitted by law, BSH Home Appliances 
Ltd expressly excludes: i) all conditions, warranties and other terms which might otherwise be implied by statute, common law or the law of equity and ii) any liability for 
any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage (including, without limitation, damages for loss of business or loss of profits) arising in contract, tort or otherwise 
from the use of or reliance on any information contained within this brochure or from any action or decision taken as a result of such use or reliance. BSH Home Appliances 
Ltd reserves the right to modify technical data and all other information contained within this brochure without notice. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may 
be reproduced in any form or without the prior written permission of BSH Home Appliances Ltd. All colour variations are due to the limitations of the printing process.  
This brochure is printed on environment-friendly chlorine-free bleached paper.   April 2016

Contact Bosch Customer Service
To arrange an engineer visit, obtain 
product advice or order replacement 
spare parts or accessories visit  
bosch-home.co.uk or call  
0344 892 8979

Republic of Ireland customers 
should visit bosch-home.ie to 
arrange an engineer’s visit,
or to order spare parts and 
accessories, or call
(01) 450 2655

 Bosch Home UK  @BoschHomeUK

Download a copy of our  
built-in catalogue online  
at bosch-home.co.uk  
or call 0344 892 8979

BSH Home Appliances Limited
M50 Business Park
Ballymount, Dublin 12
Tel: 1890 626 041
bosch-home.ie


